GOVERNMENT OF ASSAM
DIRECTORATE OF SERICULTURE::: ASSAM

MEMORANDUM

Sri......................................................................................................................

A group employee has been enrolled as a member of the state Government Employees Group Insurance Scheme 1982 w.e.f. ......................................................... to .............................................................. his monthly subscription of
Rs.......................... P.M. w.e.f. ......................................................... to ....................................... and Rs.................. P.M. w.e.f. ......................................... to ......................................... Rs.................. P.M. w.e.f. ........................................ to ........................................ Rs.................. P.M. has been deducted from his
salary connecting from the month of April/83 and will be eligible to the benefit of the Scheme
appropriate to Group........................................ P.M. w.e.f. ........................................ to ........................................

Yours faithfully,

..........................................................

Two slip containing specimen signature each of Shri/ Smt.........................., Retd. .............., office of
the Directorate of Sericulture, Assam, Guwahati-22 duly attested by Gazetted Officer.

Signature in full Initial

1.
2.
3.
4.
Description Roll in respect of Shri Balo Ram Das, Retd. Driver of the Directorate of Sericulture, Assam, Guwahati-22.

Height :-

Identification marks :-